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Taking to the

streets
South Philadelphia is not always a friendly place for a photographer – and it’s
not always the fearless who put themselves out on its streets. Elizabeth Roberts
discovers how Jonathan Elderfield fared in the neighbourhood
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‘Kids with a

skipping rope on a very
poor block in South Philly’
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HERE ARE CERTAIN places in the world
that have something special about them –
an atmosphere maybe, or a vitality. South
Philadelphia is one them. It’s a place where life is
lived out on the streets and the people have shaped
the place into their own. It’s not always an easy
place for a stranger to be in.
For Jonathan Elderfield, South Philly was
a challenge he couldn’t turn away from. ‘I went
there not to create a traditional documentary
photo essay, but to discover the people of the
neighbourhood and allow myself to be led by
what I saw and felt,’ he says. But, of course, like
everything in life, it was not that straightforward.
Jonathan describes himself as having ‘a tendency
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to be shy and nervous’ and it would raise the odd
eyebrow to think of such a person taking pictures
in South Philly. Surely you have to be robust,
fearless, street-wise. The softly spoken Elderfield
appears to be none of these things but, when you
learn a little more about him, you begin to realise
that beneath the shy exterior is a lot of solid
determination. And that, as we all know, is
what counts.
Back in the winter of 2000, Elderfield began his
project. He had for some time been working as
a news photographer in New York and was
currently picture editor on the New York Times.
It was a freelance, part-time post that left him
time to work on other things. ‘I wanted to do
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‘I spent a lot of time

hanging out with a group
of young people on one
block in South Philly.
I got to know them fairly
well over a few months.
Here they are sitting on
a building’s front steps
hanging out in the
afternoon. This image
is one of my favourite
pictures from the
whole project’

BELOW

‘Young guys

having a not quite real
fight while playing
street hockey’

something of my own that was more lasting than
a picture in a magazine or newspaper,’ he says.
And so the idea of doing a book was born.
His choice of location came about through
having visited the area with friends who lived
there. ‘I felt compelled and interested in the place
– both the place and myself shaped the project,’ he
explains. Taking a journey of self-exploration that
projected itself onto the outside world, Elderfield

knew it wasn’t going to be an easy ride. His
favoured way of working on the streets was to
make himself obvious. He’d approach the people
he found interesting, explain what he was doing,
and ask permission to take pictures. In South
Philly he encountered many people who were
happy to go along with him, but there were other
encounters that were aggressive and hostile. ‘One
time I had spent two days just looking around
without finding anything,’ he says. ‘But then
I came across these guys hanging around on
a corner outside a bar. I went up to them and
explained what I wanted to do but they were
drunk and abusive. I felt really threatened and
I just thought how quickly can I get out of here
and back to New York.’
espite such setbacks, Elderfield didn’t give up.
One of his heroes is Magnum photographer
Eugene Richards, who is also a quiet, diffident
man, and quite open about the fact that he is
sometimes frightened by the situations he finds
himself in (see B&W No.36, August 2004, p36).
‘When I read that about him, I thought well, if he
feels like that sometimes, maybe I can overcome
my fears too,’ says Elderfield.
The winter months in South Philly had been
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relatively quiet as the cold weather kept people
indoors and this had given Elderfield a chance to
explore the area and get to know it. As spring and
summer arrived and the streets were thronging
with people he began to develop a different style
of working. He began to shoot from the hip. ‘It’s
a very tight-knit community and in summer
I began to be much more noticeable. On the busier
avenues and intersections nobody cared about me
and my camera, I could blend in and become

invisible, but on the neighbourhood’s tiny
residential streets outsiders are very much noticed
and many of the residents were hostile to me,’ he
explains. ‘So I worked out a way of taking
pictures without their noticing by using
a wideangle lens, pre-focused on a small aperture.’
In the latter half of the project this method became
his preferred way of working. ‘It allowed the
residents to tell their own stories,’ he says.
T he whole project took 15 months to complete
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‘At the scene of

a domestic disturbance –
a big group of people
hung out for several hours
while the police had the
streets closed off. I stood
around and shot many
pictures from the hip’

LEFT

‘On this block

I wanted to photograph
a group of kids and an
older man who were
hanging out. I struck up
a conversation with the
guy and asked if I could
photograph him.
While I took pictures of
him one of the kids
climbed up a tree and
I made this exposure’
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and left Elderfield pleased with the results but
weary of the taxing work. ‘I did have some
negative experiences and ultimately I got sick of
the place, I just wanted to spend some time at
home,’ he says wryly.
ut the work was by no means finished. The
editing process, which he had been carrying
out from the start, needed to be re-assessed and
the final pictures chosen. ‘My aim was to get the
best single pictures and then to whittle it down to
a coherent sequence,’ he says. ‘I wasn’t looking for
a narrative, and that was a deliberate decision in
the shooting process too.’ Composition is an
important criterion in his work. ‘A lot of the time
it’s all about arms and eyes creating the
composition,’ he says.
Next he taught himself to use Quark XPress and
designed a dummy of how he would like the book
to look. ‘This helped enormously in selling it to
the publishers,’ he says. ‘And the final book is very
similar to my original dummy.’
Living under south street is, in many ways, two
stories. The first, and most obvious, is about life
on the streets of South Philadelphia – noisy,
passionate, energetic, fun, hard, sometimes violent.
The other story lies beneath the pictures and
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speaks of the photographer’s eye and his
fascination for the people he watches and
photographs. It’s difficult to say which I find the
more interesting. B&W
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‘Card players.

I spotted this group of
men playing cards at the
end of an alley and asked
if I could photograph

Living under south street by Jonathan
Elderfield is published by Kehrer and is available
from www.amazon.co.uk at £14.43,
ISBN 3 9366 3605 2

them. I hung out with
them for about 30 mins.
I like the long skinny arm
coming from the lower left’
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‘A street scene in

South Philly. There is a big
Asian population in South
Philly concentrated on
a few streets. I like to call
this one Pig and boy’
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